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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This Study uses descriptive qualitative method to describe the code 

switching and code mixing in “PT. SINDOREKSA ABADIMAKMUR“ Gresik. It 

covers the research design, object of the study, source of the data, instrument of 

study, data collection and data analysis technique. 

3.1 Research Design 

Several methods (observation, questioners, interviewing, examination of 

record, etc). This paper used interview. Such interviews involves the uses of a set 

of pre determine question and of highly standard use frequency of recording 

(Kothari 1990:97). Descriptive qualitative is a specially important in the 

behavioral sciences where the aim is to discover the underlying motives of human 

behavior (Kothari 1990:3).  It can be said that descriptive qualitative method is the 

kind of method that is used to describe phenomena such as code switching and 

code mixing used by  PT. SINDOREKSA ABADIMAKMUR workers. 

3.2 Object of Study 

The object of study is workers of PT. SINDOREKSA ABADIMAKMUR 

at Gresik. They usually switch and mix code in their communication. 

3.3 Source of the Data 

The Source of data is from the workers in PT. SINDOREKSA 

ABADIMAKMUR at Gresik. The workers often switch code and mix code in 

their conversation.  
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3.4 Instrument of Study 

The data which are needed for this study are obtained from the workers 

language when they make conversation at PT. SINDOREKSA 

ABADIMAKMUR. The instrument of study is determined as follow: 

3.4.1. Researcher 

The researcher is a part of instrument because he listened and recorded    

the data. According to Newman (1991:347) states that the researcher is instrument 

for measuring the data. 

3.4.2 Interview 

Interview is used to know factors, which make the workers use code      

switching and code mixing in their conversation by recording. 

3.4.3 Recorder 

Recorder was used in this study to record the conversation of workers in 

PT.SINDOREKSA ABADIMAKMUR. 

3.4.4 Keeping notes 

Keeping notes is used to anticipate when the recorder can not use. 

3.5 Data Collection Technique 

The data or information collected by interview, recording and notes. After 

collection data, the writer tried to analyze them by doing the following step: 

3.5.1 Identification 

After collecting data from the observation, the data was identified to find 

the form of words, phrases, or sentences. 
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3.5.2 Classifying 

               The data were classified in groups for analysis code switching and code 

mixing. 

3.5.3 Data Analyzing 

Here, this paper analyzes the term of language that appears in the PT. 

SINDOREKSA ABADIMAKMUR workers that used code switching and code 

mixing 

This paper analyzed the workers conversation then classified into two 

tables. These are the table of code switching and the table code mixing. The tables 

code switching and code mixing can be seen as follow. 

The table of code switching 

Fragment 

Kinds of language  

Indonesian English  

    

    

    

 

The table of code mixing 

Fragment 

Kinds of language  

Indonesian English  

    

    

    

 


